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This paper mainly discussed the moral-governing thought expressed 
by Zhouyi through  divinatory symbols. The text is divided into four 
parts, including the preface, the way of moral-governing which 
admonished that the governor  must cultivate their characters. The 
content of morality must include modesty、integrity and following ritual. 
the implementation of the benevolent rule which including  
people-based government and Cautious Punishment. and the view on 
feminine dignity. 
In the preamble of the article, the author formulated the background 
of  selection of the topic, the review of current research , the value and 
meaning of the topic, the researching methods of the article, and so on. 
The author thought that  Zhouyi is an important classic of Chinese 
culture. It was given first priority by both Confucianism and Daoism. It 
was the root of Chinese traditional culture. In the long history of ancient 
China,  Zhouyi has been recognized as sacred classic. In the texts of 
Zhouyi,  a lot of  content can be integrated into the category of 
moral-governing thought. Firstly, Zhouyi attaches great importance to the 
cultivating of governor’s noble character. Secondly, in Zhouyi, there are 
some hexagrams which expressedis the specific content of Confucian 
ethics.Thirdly, in Zhouyi, there are also abundant civilian-oriented thought 
and cautious punishment thought, which is reflecting of Confucian 
morality in politics., is a part of the ancient thought of moral 
Administration . Finally, in Zhouyi, there are many GuaCi and YaoCi 
involving women's virtue. Through careful study of the moral-governing 
claims expressed  through divinatory symbols by  Zhouyi ,we can 
select the refined and discard the crude, Provide beneficial reference for 















view on the moral-governing claims expressed  through divinatory 
symbols, the following are the several characteristics: The first, it attach 
importance to governor’s  personal moral recuperates; The second, it is 
expressed by the way that get help from natural phenomenon to express 
personnel activities. It is very decentralized. 
In the first chapter of the thesis, the author discussed the thought that 
the governor must cultivate their morals through divinatory symbols by  
Zhouyi. The author thought that Zhouyi attach importance to governor’s  
personal moral recuperates. the thought included the beginning of 
cultivating virtue, the way of cultivating virtue, the process of cultivating 
virtue, the showing of gentleman’s virtue and Stressed the cultivation of 
moral character in the face of adversity. These position about ruler  
cultivating  virtue is expressed through divinatory symbols Specifically. 
Meng expressed that the ruler cultivate virtue must be done when one was 
a child ,as the spring come out of the mountain .Xiaochu expressed that 
the ruler must cultivate virtue firstly if he wants to achieve the great 
achievement, Dachu expressed that the ruler must learn from the Words 
and deeds of previous sage, To improve his  knowledge, enhance his 
own quality. YI expressed that the ruler must try to emulate a good man 
When he see him, must correct his fault when find it .GEN expressed that 
the ruler Cannot think be out of its Rank, ZHEN expressed that the ruler 
must examine ones character when he feel frightened, PI expressed that 
the ruler must seek asylum by thrift, Sheng and Jian expressed that the 
ruler must cultivate  moral character gradually, as the trees grow 
gradually. Kan and Jian expressed that the ruler must cultivate  moral 
character in the face of adversity. Jin  expressed that the ruler must show 
his  own noble personal character to people. Gu expressed that the ruler 
Should provided assistance to the people , as he cultivate his own virtue. 
















In the second chapter  of the thesis , the author discussed the specific 
content of Personal character of the gentleman in Zhouyi：being modest, 
being honest, and following ritual. In Zhouyi, QIAN Praised the virtue of 
humility through divinatory symbols.  ZHONGFU expounds the valueof 
integrity . DAZHUANG expressed that the ruler Should follow ritual. 
JIAREN expressed that the ruler Should firstly cultivate his morality if he 
want to manage  his own family, he must pay attention to his behavior if 
he want to cultivate his morality.  
 In the third chapter  of the thesis， the author discussed the 
benevolent rule expressed through divinatory symbols. the author thought 
that the benevolent rule expressed through divinatory symbols include 
people-based government and Cautious Punishment.  Zhouyi has many 
statements on the the people - centered idea.Bi expressed that the emperor 
and feudal lord, the feudal lord and the common people, the emperor and 
the common people, must maintain the intimate relation, which was 
achieved through the feudal system, as the intimate relation between the 
land and the water. Guan expressed that the governor must inspect all 
over the country, observe all kinds of local customs, implementate 
different policies according to different folk customs, as the wind blows 
the ground. Lin expressed that the ruler must educate the people, protect 
the people, tolerant the people. Jing expressed that the ruler must worked 
hard for the people .On Cautious Punishment, Zhouyi has many 
statements on the the ideas of punishment, Shihe takes the punishment 
and prison as the subject, The second and third  Yao of Shihe expressed 
that the ruler must apply criminal punishment justly. Bi and Lv expressed 
that the ruler must try cases explicitly and cautiously, Zhongfu expressed 
that the ruler must subject to death penalty cautiously，On the idea about 
amnesty, Jie expressed that the ruler must pardon negligence and reduce 
the penalties for intentional crime. 















feminine dignity. The author thought that there are a lot of contents about 
feminine dignity in Zhouyi, Xian, Jian ,Guimei，Gou and Meng expressed 
that the female must maintain the moral character of chastity and stillness 
in the marriage. Jiaren expressed that the female must maintain the moral 
character of complaisance in the  marriage. Heng expressed that the 
female must be faithful to her husband to the end. These  ideas on 
feminine dignity has reflected the mainstream of the ideas about the 
female virtues in ancient  China .They were the source of family ethics 
in ancient  China. 
In the part of other discussion, the author discussed the modern values 
the the Idea of Rule of Virtue expressed through divinatory symbols. The 
author thought that the Idea of Rule of Virtue expressed through 
divinatory symbols has very important reference value to today’s China. 
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